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Pot Pie
ursula hudak

I spent too long writing angsty poems
about lost innocence and melancholy.
During my last visit home I found a gem:
my dad knocked on my door
to say he was making pot pies for dinner
and I pumped my arms into the air.
Who knew that buried underneath all that grief
was the child I was mourning.
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Boy with Chicken
phillip chao
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From an Apartment in Ohio, a Fly Speaks:
zoey birdsong

Doors opened
and shut in a rapid fire 
rhythm. Waves of chaos,
an explosive shuffle 
of gusts. Everything
moved inwards all
at once. I flew
frantically, finding no crack
or crevice for escape.
That was then, when 
my wings were soft like
newborn gladiators. When
I could sense the call 
of sweetness from across 
time and space. I have grown
brittle in this gated little city,
where the streets seem
to loop back around
forever to the same place.
I know every corner,
every dive-bar, every 
overlooked crumb.
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I’ve burrowed myself
homes in folds of 
flannel shirts, counted
down my fated handful
of days. I know the cold
cinderblock and the tender,
silky sheets, the desk 
with my library
of ten whole books. 
I could tell you how full
the air can get,
given enough hours.
I rediscover the same treasures
every day and the world
gets smaller each time.
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Weekend Sketches, Apr 2021
helenor harris-evans
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Little Room
peter fray-witzer

I leave the stickers that say “used” on the spines
of my books: 
I peel one corner up
and stick 
it back down as I read. 
You were the first to forgive 
me for dog-earing the corners of the pages. 

Outside someone 
is on the phone saying,

“…it’s fine, I’ll just come explain it in person.”

There is really so little empty space in the world, 
between things, 
there is so much 
matter, 
poking out of every crevice, the 
world is bulging over the belt with love, 
with people who will come over 
to watch the sun dip through the venetian blinds,
while you lie under the duvet
to scream at you while crying 
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(like really sobbing),
to look at your radiator for you 
when it breathes too hot, 
and your room fills with steam, 
even between each person- 
between each person’s lips and
between our hands and the
trunks of trees—look, even
something so still and stagnant as a tree, think of 

that! 
—There really is so little space, that 
is empty. 

To think we even came up for a word for space 
at all! To 

think that pressed pressed-together bodies
would not be the default.
To think we separate veins. From blood. Or
mountains. From valleys. That there are 

measurements other than a pinch 
or handful of anything.
my love, my love, come here:

It tastes good! But pass me that—thank you, that’s
the one, it could use a little, just a tiny bit 

more, of this. Come, I will show you how much.
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I write 
harry snyder

in prose 
- half poetry -
arranged properly 

in grammatically 
satisfactory 
sentences 

that hide 
like tiger stripes 

in broken stanzas 
and witty little 
lines.
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Fish with Teeth
phillip chao



Memento Memorium
helenor harris-evans

* suicide, drug use
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Headache
ariana hughes

Scratched scribbled strokes spread
They direct themselves out of focus,
Straight, faded, and then not so.
Curled lines form in bunches,
Not predictable or accidental,
Flustering away from monochromatic,
Glowing blue, something to brighten,
Sparking with undisciplined energy,
Never knowing where else to go.
Trapped within a frame they cannot see,
Inexplicably excited to exist.

Tear jerk, spill out of damp ducts.
Onion juices released with a quick slice,
Leaking into the airways,
Prodding an entrance through lip corners
Left ajar in pressing pulsation.
Opening up the thinly glue sealed cavities.

Spots of multicolored rain permeate
Through the resolving sunlight.
Stuttering stump settle stop.
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Confronting My Shadow
annie palmer
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Anna Ecklund 
ivy weston

This is the story they love to tell. Our heads 
are spinning, we are walking down the stairs 
backwards on our hands and feet, we speak in 
tongues and throw heavy men off of our small, 
small frames. I want to tell the priests, wait for what 
happens when the blue goes so bright you see 
flowers in your own eyes. Do all good Catholic girls 
have psychic wounds? Do we all have witches? Do 
we all sit down on dry grass and say please, please 
it is all true, it is all accepted fact, it is all grains of 
salt in my father’s angry, immigrant blood. I kept 
Father Theo up three nights in a row, I grew fangs, I 
exceeded borders and had so many Antichrists in 
the base of my skull. The ghost of my mother told 
me to pretend that the hands in the hospital would 
be kind. I am in a white dress, I am without 
fingernails, I sit in the back of the movie theater and 
weep. Can the flames surround us both? I played 
with corn husk dolls and made the scripture my 
road, I walked it all the way to Rome. It was smaller 
there than the Iowa sky. I persist in the ungrateful, 
sweat-soiled blonde plaits swinging. I make you 
regret the catechism. 
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The royalty checks keep slipping under my door. 
This is how I know when somewhere a girl is 
floating.
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reservations
e.j. lafave
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Maman to the hospital
ursula hudak

* death, vomit, sickness

Lilies in the back seat,
her face pale in the car light
as I hold her wrist.
“Wash your hands,” she says.
Lilies are pressed into my grasp
and the car speeds away.
What to do?
Walk back inside,
wash her vomit from the kitchen sink,
wash your hands.
Knife in hand,
cut the stems off diagonally 
like she taught you,
arrange them like you used to.
They don't fall right in that vase,
get a new one.

Dead pale flowers wilt in the middle,
she almost couldn't drive home;
normally she would have
seen them.
I take them out
but cannot throw them away,
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leave them instead on the bare dining table, 
trying to not think about how
my classmate's father just died.
“Don't worry,” she said,
“Be strong” she meant,
but she made me
and I have run out of things
to make better.
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Corps-text
jesse noily

There is a risk implied, you would remind me, in 
making life 

a kind of literature. Ignoring you, I—naïve exegete—
noted

the allegory of the sun

melting between your blinds, 
and

the Freudian associations accompanying the wine-
stain in

your bedsheets. I misread, in retrospect, the gaps in 
your teeth as a

theological motif (the holy is found in absence) and  
your Romantic 

allusions (the unnamed winged boy; a pale Byronic 
cheek)

      with the pedantry of a specialist. At 
last, then, 
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sitting upright—wounded prophetess—
while I played a satire of troubled sleep
you were wont to whisper:

How dare you embellish me. 
How dare you reduce me to poetry.
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Haven’t we all been violated a little?
helenor harris-evans

* sexual harassment/violence



Pissed
ursula hudak

Goddamn!
You
screeeech
like a whirlwind squawking bundle of birds in 

Sunday market grime,
feathers in the after-rain street,
you kick and
kick!
Your thorn thick 
troubles,
then you purse your lemon suck lips,
crane back, tummy black,
and you 
spit.
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Maple Sugar Triptych
rose rasor

As snow gives way to sunlight and winter yields
to warmth, we drill taps into bark with chilled 

fingers,
watch the slow drip past a bucket’s dented lip
as the kiss of spring’s silver mouth
against frost-frilled lichen and rough-ridged wood
sucks sweet blood up from the lattice of roots.

***

Nothing can escape the alchemy of heat and time–
not the earth’s creeping plates and molten core,
not the forest’s black-bare limbs wreathed with 

snow,
not the pot of sugar water boiling like a witch’s 

cauldron.
We remember, now, too late, the fine line between
gilded and gold, between sweet and stuck.

***

Prisms of amber line the kitchen windowsill, 
gems of dusky gold and brilliant brown.
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My father hands me the pitcher of syrup
and I think happiness can be no less than this:
imperfections–a finger burned, a pot
ruined by stubborn sugar crystals,
winter’s last gasp of frozen breath– 
lost beneath the glory of sticky fingers
and tongues glazed with liquid sunlight.
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The Sun
philip chao
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helenor harris-evans

What Not to Say to Strangers You Meet at A Party:

I have a canker sore on my bottom lip. I was 
suckling the blood out of it while you were talking.

It took me forever to put together this outfit.

I’ve sexted on the toilet more than once.

The dress my friend is wearing is so ugly but it was 
really expensive and I didn’t want her to feel like she 
wasted her money so I told her it looked great. It 
actually looks like a brown paper bag.

I kind of wish the music was a little quieter.

If you think it’s hot out here on the porch, don’t even 
try going in the house. There’s no AC. Phoebe and 
Joaquim set up a couple weak little fans in the 
corner of the living room but they just spit out the 
same wet air that filters in. Dots of color from the 
string lights are the only things that cut through the 
heat. They look like luminous strands of gristle. 

Do you see that pair of girls over there? I recognize 
one of them because I once saw her do a stand-up 
bit about her gluten allergy. (It was hit-or-miss).
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I took a nap before this because I usually go to bed 
at 11pm and would get really tired otherwise.

I’m here talking to you because I almost passed out 
in the room with the speakers. It’s so hot you don’t 
sweat. So hot you can’t think. No one talks in there. 
You get high off of each other's breath. Body heat 
and CO2 form ozone, a menace of air so thick your 
voice drowns alive.

Do you mind if I take a sec to write this all down? It’s 
for a creative writing assignment.

I chew gum instead of brushing my teeth. 

I heard a girl on the porch talking about this artist 
she met recently. Once, they made a 10-foot tall 
costume-puppet of themself to move around in as 
part of a performance piece. They wanted to be 
inside the puppet so bad until they realized they had 
horrible stage fright.

This morning when I went to the bathroom after 
class I realized I knew everyone in there, so I just 
left.

I’ve been really noticing the roadkill around lately. 
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There’s so much of it out here compared to 
Richmond. Whenever I’m out driving I try and go 
around the remains, or roll directly overhead so they 
land between my tires, but that requires me to scan 
the road really closely. Notice every single 
suspicious shape. Estimate the width of the splatter 
and how I can maneuver around it. I’ve missed turns 
because of this process. Sometimes I drive on the 
other side of the road to avoid it.

A couple years ago I watched the car in front of me 
drive straight over a groundhog. It was so quick. 
Because I was so close behind I couldn’t react in 
time to avoid it.

I use too much toilet paper. It’s really embarrassing 
at home because I always go through so many rolls 
I have to ask my parents to buy more after like a  
week. But I can’t stop. Not using enough makes me 
so nervous.

I realized all the observations in my notebook are 
bitchy.

Is my concealer still on? I picked at a scab until it 
stopped weeping and peeled off. The pink scar-skin 
underneath makes a poor surface for makeup to 
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cling to.

I think weed is rotting my brain.

I didn’t realize sex could be emotional until I met my 
girlfriend. I thought I was broken for years.

I eat food off the floor all the time.

I have a lump in my arm that I didn’t think was 
cancer, but also definitely kind of thought was 
cancer. I drove forty minutes to Cleveland to get it 
checked out. (It was not cancer. Obviously.)

I hate this girl in my Holocaust class because she 
asks questions like, “Why wasn’t that a like, ‘Let’s 
stop killing people!’ moment?”

I can only experience my own fear of death through 
animals. I used to think that I wasn’t afraid of 
oblivion, just the pain and suffering required to get 
there. Now I think I’m scared of both. I think that’s 
why roadkill freaks me out so much. Someday I will 
be as obliterated as the groundhog. 

Someone described college as a “liminal 
space”. You can call anything a liminal 
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space these days.

My dad sent me pictures of the ‘Where Will I Be In 
Twenty Years?’ essay I wrote when I was ten. I’m 
closer to being thirty than ten but somehow being 
thirty seems so much more distant. I wrote that I 
wanted to be a creative writing major at Yale. To be 
fair, my parents are college dropouts.The only 
colleges I knew back then were VCU, UVA, Harvard, 
and Yale. What would I have thought if I saw myself 
in the future, now— twenty and a half years old, at a 
mid-tier liberal arts college, on the rain-damp porch 
of a dying house party?

The past stretches forward to meet this second. 
Even the universe can’t escape its own heat death.
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The Plum Creek Review is Oberlin 
College’s oldest literary + arts magazine, 

published semesterly.

email → plmcreek@oberlin.edu
website → plumcreekreview.com
facebook → @plumcreekreview
instagram → @pcr.oberlin
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